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One of my very distinguished predecessors as foreign minister, the
4ate Mike Pearson, acquired an enviable reputation for working with the media .
fie was well known for the candour with which he spoke to the press, particularly
in background briefings, but also in his more formal encounters with your
representatives . But the world in which he operated was â much different one

from that in which we are working today . Our relationships with other
countries, and particularly with the United States, were, if I may say so, a
good deal simpler than those with which we are concerned now . It was, of

course, Mr . Pearson himself who, in the 1950s, noted and commented upon the
ending of the days of what he described as our easy and automatic relationship
with the U .S .A . Nevertheless, even ten years ago Canada's foreign policy might
still have been roughly described, as it was somewhat earlier by a cynical
young member of my Department, as U .K . plus U .S . over 2 (U .K . ♦ U .S . ) .
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Moreover, international affairs was not a subject which appeared to
touch directly upon the lives of very many Canadians, except when the prospect
of global war threatened to involve us . Consequently, until relatively recently,
the great majority of the Canadian people were prepared to leave the deter-
mination of these issues in the hands of a few foreign affairs "buffs" like you

and me . In short, foreign affairs were things that concerned other people .

Canada's own relationships seemed to be secure and tidy . We supported virtue in
the United Nations and performed many useful functions throughout the world a s
a matter of duty, not of national necessity . This very satisfying role was
largely made possible by the virtual absence of any serious problems in the inter-
national arena that directly affected the lives of Canadians simply because they

were Canadians .

I should not like to suggest that at a certain hour on a certain day
all this stopped and we suddenly realized that Canada's foreign interests could
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no longer be adequately protected through multilateral activity and by relying on
our special relationship with our great southern neighbour . Mike Pearson foresaw
it and we began to see in practice that even Canada was not immune from having its
own vital national interests in the external area, and that these could at times
be quite different from those of the United States, or our NATO partners, or even
from any grouping within the United Nations . As Canadians came to realize that they
had a direct individual interest in what was done on their behalf outside the terri-
torial limits of Canada, I discovered, when I took over this portfolio some five
years ago, that not only the Canadian public but even some of my colleagues were
taking an unaccustomed interest in activities that had traditionally been very
largely the concern of my predecessors alone .

For example, the only promise made by the Trudeau administration in
the election campaign of 1968 was to review our foreign policy and in particular
our position in NATO and to negotiate for recognition of the People's Republic of
China . After the election we set about fulfilling that promise .

Looking back five years, I am free to admit that we in the Government
were a bit "ham-handed" in the way we handled the NATO issue, but it was fortunate
that we made our mistakes early and had time to profit from them . The intention
was clear : we wanted to involve the public in the decision-making process . We
actively sought the views of the academic community, of Members of Parliament, of
groups like the CIIA (Canadian Institute of International Affairs) . We invited the
House of Commons Committee on External Affairs and Defence to made a report . I
personally spoke throughout the country explaining NATO and the terms for Canadian
membership .

In the end we reached a reasonable and acceptable decision to continue
in NATO but to reduce the numbers of our troops in Europe .

In retrospect it would have been preferable to have given an early indi-
cation of the Government's thinking -- a sense of direction -- and to have avoided
the impression of division and inactivity . To put the matter bluntly, we shoul d
have reached agreement in Cabinet, at least in principle, before seeking the reaction
of the public . This, I suggest, is basic to our form of responsible government in a
parliamentary democracy .

After that experience with handling the NATO question, we followed a
different procedure . Recognition of the People's Republic of China was a case in
point . From the outset, we declared our intention to negotiate to establis h
diplomatic relations with Peking and invited the reaction of the public . The nego-
tiations with the Chinese were, of course, carried on in secret and the resulting
agreement took a form that could not have been exactly foreseen . But there was never
any doubt about our intentions, either at home or abroad .

These early experiences and the increased public interest in foreign
affairs led the Government to attempt something unique -- the formulation of a set
of basic principles underlying Canadian foreign policy . This finally emerged after
months of preparation and debate within Cabinet in a series of brochures entitled
Foreign Policy for Canadian . It was, I think, the first time that any Canadian
Government, at least, had attempted to lay before the people of the country an



outline of the considerations that were involved in the establishment of their
international priorities . It was the first time that any Canadian Government had
said clearly and methodically how Canadian foreign policy was intended to promote
Canadian objectives . May I add, parenthetically, that it was the first time i n
my ten years as a member of the Government that the Cabinet as a whole deliberately
considered the basic lines of our overall foreign policy .

Foreign Policy for Canadians attracted a good deal of useful discussion
but, more important, it helped to set this country on a course from which I doubt
any Government will depart for a long time to come . As long as foreign affairs
were something that could be taken for granted, and as long as the man in the
street did not feel directly involved in these decisions, it was safe to leave
discussions for editorial writers and public servants and, possibly, the occasional
Cabinet Minister . The publication of Foreign Policy for Canadians, if it did
nothing else, brought the genie out of the bottle and placed the arcane mysteries
of foreign policy formulation under public scrutiny, for any who might wish to
scrutinize . There could be no going back . Indeed, it became very clear, very soon,
that we had to go forward .

The most common criticism of Foreign Policy for Canadians was that,
lacking a separate booklet on Canadian-U .S . relations, it was like producing
Hcvnlet without the Prince of Denmark . Without exception the press from coast to
coast jumped on us . The erudite and not-so-erudite columnists had a field day .
Where, we were asked, was the "missing" book? It had, I must confess, occurred to
me and my colleagues that the absence of the book bearing this title would be
noted . As I said at the time, the U .S . relationship permeated all other aspects of
our foreign policy and the Government's view's on the relationship were to be found
under appropriate headings within the individual books that had been published .
While this was (and is) undoubtedly true, it became clear that it was not considered
enough and, partly in response to these public attitudes, and partly because our
relations with the United States had reached another juncture ( I refer to the events
of August 1971), it was decided to attempt to bring together a single statement of
the general principles we think should apply to what must surely be the mos t

complex -- and productive -- bilateral relationship existing in the world .

My Department had, in the meanwhile, gone into the publishing business
itself in a modest way . The old External Affairs bulletin (properly External Affairs :

A Monthly Bulletin of the Department of External Affairs) . . . was superseded just

over a year ago by a new publication called International Perspectives . Thi s

venture was something of a calculated risk . I gave instructions that it was not to
shy away from controversial material merely because it was controversial -- that it
was to be stimulating, to encourage debate, and to allow free expression of repre-
sentative points of view, without regard to what the Government policy on the issue
might be . We hired an experienced newspaper man on a part-time basis as editor to
ensure that these instructions would be carried out .

I doubt if any other foreign ministries in the world have publications

comparable to it . In any event, we used a special edition of International Perspectives
to present our three options for the future of Canada-U .S . relations and, in subse-
quent editions, we have published reactions .

. . * w
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In the paper on Canada-U .S . relations published last October in
Intenuz ttioiral Perspectives, . . . the Government came out in favour of what has
been termed the "third option" . I confess that there were some misgivings in
Government circles about opting for any particular direction in our relations
with the United States . Why take a public position? Why not play it by ear? Why
not leave all options open? Why give the Opposition something else to criticize?
After all, it was argued, we have got along for years without any such statement
of policy . Remember what that durable practitioner of the political art, Mackenzie
King, once said : "I made only one memorable speech in my career and I always
regretted it . "

it was tempting politically to follow this cautious advice, but we
finally came to the conclusion that a sense of direction had to be given to our
relations with the United States . Economic integration with the United States as
a direction of policy we ruled out as unacceptable to the Canadian people . The
choice was then between continuing on a more or less ad hoc course, reacting to
events in our great neighbour to the south, as we have been doing -- with some
success -- or -- and this is the third option -- pursuing a comprehensive long-
term strategy to develop and strengthen the Canadian economy and other aspects of
our national life and in the process to reduce the present Canadian vulnerability .

Is this the right direction for Canada? This Government thinks so . But
do the Canadian people? That cuestion can only be answered if it is put before the
people . That is what we have done, just as Prime Minister Trudeau opted fo r
federalism and invited the people of Canada, in Quebec and elsewhere, to follow him . . . .

Surely there is fundamentally the same rationale for giving a sense of
direction to foreign policy, particularly in relation to a great friendly giant
like the United States beside whom we want to live distinct but in harmony .

In the address to the Associated Press last week, Dr . Kissinger --
inadvertently -- underlined the very real significance of this third policy
option to Canadians . First let me say that, because of our close ties with the
United States and the members of the European Economic Community, Canada welcomes
wholeheartedly what appears to be a serious and constructive effort by the United
States Government to open consultations designed to redefine and revitalize the
Atlantic relationship . There are inevitably questions about interpretation and
implementation which remain to be answered -- but the approach recalls responses
to earlier international crossroads : the Atlantic Charter, the Marshall Plan and
the Canadian efforts when NATO was born to give the alliance political and economic
as well as military significance . The Canadian Government has underlined o n
several occasions the inevitable interaction between developments on the economic
and political fronts . While we continue to believe that consultations and nego-
tiations on economic issues should take place in the appropriate multilateral bodies,
we would agree with Dr . Kissinger that the broader association we have as member s
of the NATO alliance provides a convenient forum for developing a measure of po-
litical understanding on the broader perspectives of our individual national policies .

I have myself used the NATO forum on several occasions to make this point . The
importance of the trading relationships between Europe, Japan, Canada and the U .S .A .,
as well as the needs of the developing countries, will all be prime issues at the
negotiations in the new GATT round starting this year . They will also receive attention
in the continuing discussions in the OECD in Paris, where the countries mentioned by
Dr . Kissinger are well represented . Canada's participation in and support for these
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efforts to liberalize trade has been steadfast and unreserved . We agree that NATO
should continue to function as an instrument of collective defence . Like the United
States, we see NATO's collective strength and the present situation of strategic
parity as opportunities for developing a basis for political détente with Eastern
Europe .

Thus I can assure our friends to the south that the Canadian Government
views Dr . Kissinger's speech in its broad outline as a welcome reaffirmation and
redefinition of an outward-looking and responsible American foreign policy .

But, looking at it from a Canadian perspective, as I must do, there i s
a potentially disturbing feature, and this may be as much a feature of our polarizing
world as of Dr . Kissinger's address . And that is : where do Canadians fit into the
developing pattern? Dr . Kissinger has identified three main power centres in the
non-Communist world -- the United States, Europe and Japan . While we have no illusion s
about being declared a fourth power centre, we think we have a distinctive contribution
to make and we don't want to be polarized around any of the main power centres .

We can take some comfort from the fact that, in his speech, Dr . Kissinger
called on Canada along with Europe and, ultimately, Japan to join the United States
in working out a new Atlantic Charter . To that call I have no hesitation in saying
we will respond most willingly, the more so because it is within such a framework
that Canada will have the best chance of avoiding polarization and of achieving the
diversity in our economic, cultural and political relations that is fundamental to
the strengthening of the Canadian identity .

This is exactly the sort of issue which I would like to see fully and
vigorously debated by the press . We will need clear heads and wise judgments as
this debate proceeds -- and the press has an important contribution to make .

Even with these issues properly identified and policy direction given,
decisions have still to be made on the individual questions that present themselves
almost daily in relations between Canada and the United States, questions about
trade, about exchanges of energy, about cross-border investment, about industrial
policy, about broadcasting policy . And, as our study of Canada-United States relations
points out, that pursuit of the third option "does not seek to distort the realities
of the Canada-United States relationship or the fundamental community of interes t
that lies at the root of it" .

When the question of Canadian participation in the International Commission
of Control and Supervision in Vietnam was first broached, it seemed to me that here
was a question with which large sections of the Canadian public were passionately
concerned . Many of us had our own points of view, but there were also a large number
of peripheral considerations to the taken into account . However, Canada was not itself
directly involved in the negotiation and the need for confidentiality was secondary,
in my opinion, to the need of keeping the public informed . If people tell you things
in confidence, you cannot make them public the next day . But, to the extent that we
were dealing with Canadian responses, I decided that at every new turn of events the
Canadian public would be kept informed of what had happened and what the Government
proposed to do next . I even tried, with only partial success I regret to say, to
enlighten the opposition parties by offering them a chance to see for themselve s

what was going on in Indochina . Naturally, I was very pleased to see that the general
lines we were following commanded a wide measure of approval and this became a source
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of great comfort to me in making the decisions as they became necessary . Unless we

had taken the public into our confidence we should never have known its response .

Among the details of the proposed arrangement, we learnt that th e

anticipated Commission would operate on a rule of unanimity . As the Prime Minister

had said on this subject, Canada did not intend to be frustrated by such a rule .
It became clear that we would have to find a way of applying our policy of keeping
the public informed of the operations of the new Commission when it came into
existence . Thus, to try to offset the worst features of the rule of unanimity, we
first tried to have the International Commission of Control and Supervision in
Vietnam act not as a negotiating body where the rule of confidentiality woul d

be essential but as an international forum where all the facts and all the points
of view of the parties concerned would be placed publicly on the record for all to
see . We were not able to persuade our colleagues in the ICCS to go along with this,
so we determined that at least Canada's position would be a matter of public record .
Accordingly, I instructed the head of our delegation that he should, to the bes t

of his ability, see that Canadian positions taken in the Commission were publicly
available . This has become known as the "open-mouth policy" . . . .

It is, I think, a somewhat new departure . It is, of course, subject to
the law of diminishing returns and can be a strain on our bilateral relations with
other countries involved who may not share our own view of what can legitimately
be put in the public domain . Nevertheless, it has served a useful purpose during
the formative period of the Commission's life and will no doubt continue to be of
use for the immediate future . But it will not transform the sow's ear into an
elegant silk purse .

S/C
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